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Senior Economics syllabus coverage of Economic Growth

Economic growth is a key theme in all of the senior economics syllabuses

Coverage varies but includes:

 Measurement of economic growth (incl. criticisms of GDP)

 Factors influencing economic growth

 Why economic growth is important and how it affects living standards 

 Circular flow of income and how levels of injections and leakages affect economic activity 

and economic growth

 Policies used to influence the level of economic growth 

 Trade offs (incl. environmental sustainability vs economic growth)

ALL REQUIRE skills like:

 Selecting, analysing and evaluating data and issues

 Evaluate or predict economic outcomes



Years 7-10 Australian Curriculum
Content relating to economic growth most relevant in Level 10 (Year 10) including:

 Indicators of economic performance and how Australia’s economy is performing 
(ACHEK050)

 The links between economic performance and living standards, and how and why 
variations exist within and between economies (ACHEK051)

 The ways that governments manage economic performance to improve living standards 
(ACHEK052) 

Skills developed at this level that can be supported through RBA resources/ activities 
include:

 Develop questions and hypotheses about an economic or business issue or event, and 
plan and conduct an investigation (ACHES043) & (ACHES055). Gather relevant and 
reliable data and information from a range of digital, online and print sources 
(ACHES044) & (ACHES056)

 Analyse data and information in different formats to explain cause-and-effect 
relationships, make predictions and illustrate alternative perspectives (ACHES045) & 
(ACHES057)



RBA Education 

page – Resources!



Key Economic Indicators Snapshot

• Updated regularly

• Poster display in classroom? Watch the economy 

‘unfold’ over the year!

Activity:

Allocate responsibility to a different pair or group 

of 3 students to ‘unpack’ each new snapshot.

They need to:

 Explain why the indicator is important (focus on 

most important of course!)

 Compare current performance with previous 

performances (earlier snapshots)

 Provide a brief evaluation of overall economic 

performance



Snapshot 

Another Activity:

- Use the Activity on 

the RBA Learning 

Activities page 

- ‘Unpack’ the 

snapshot – and make 

links to the 

quarterly Statement 

on Monetary Policy 

for extra 

background







RBA Explainer: 

Economic Growth

 Education > Resources > Explainers



Using the explainer in class 

Idea 1 Limitations of GDP as a measure of 

wellbeing – using the explainer as a starting point.

WORKSHEET:

- Table - activities that would / wouldn’t count in 

GDP

- Investigate current ‘GDP per capita recession’ in 

Australia 

- Consider income distribution vs GDP/capita

Students write a reflection outlining the limitations 

vs the value of GDP as a measure of wellbeing. 



IDEA 2: AD and AS factors – visual analysis

 Use after reading about AD and AS and factors affecting …

 Key skill in senior Economics: ability to analyse and evaluate data (including charts)

The Task:

Provide students with a sheet of the charts from the latest Chart Pack (See sample 

provided)

Collection of AD and AS factors

Ask them to identify:

 1. AD factor or AS factor?

 If AD factor – which component(s) of AD will be (most) affected?

 2. Favourable or unfavourable effect? 

Extension: Each pair of students presents to the class and ‘tells a story’ about what a 

particular chart shows and likely implications for economic growth



Sample: … ‘Tell me a story’ 

 Unpack the chart on household consumption growth

 Tell me a story about this chart

 Identify AD component

 Consider breakdown between discretionary and essential 

 Students consider why – and how much that will affect the 
economy. Effect on multiplier? Effect on economic growth?

WHY DO THIS?

 Practising skills of analysing relationships between various 
indicators and economic outcomes

 Encourages development of questioning skills.

 When confronted with a graph – what questions do they need to 
ask to understand/ make sense of it?

 Can they find out the answers to these questions? 

 Can they explain them to others?

C component of AD (Private 

Consumption)

Growth in spending on 

essentials has been pretty 

steady in recent years 

Downturn in 

consumption spending 

growth since 2018 due 

to falling discretionary 

spend 



Using the Economic Growth Explainer in your classroom

 IDEA 3: Set as a ‘flipped classroom’ reading task

 Students read the information outside the classroom

 In class, students create up to 10 questions they can set for other students 

in the class (teacher can provide an idea of the kinds of questions required 

e.g. 2 relating to AD, 1 relating to AS, 1 relating to real vs nominal, 1 on the 

multiplier, 1 on role of MP operating counter-cyclically etc.)

 Discuss the student-created questions in class, to help students modify or 

improve them

 Use the student-created questions for either classwork or revision

 Extension idea: students required to create ‘sample answers’ to share with 

the class

 (Some teachers ask students to generate questions and then promise 

students that a certain number of student-generated questions will be on 

the assessment!)



Using the Economic Growth Explainer in your classroom

 IDEA 4: Students representing 

information visually

 Provide students with a set of scenarios and a 

set of labels. (AD, AD components, AS) 

(worksheet provided)

 Classify the scenarios according to AD/AS & 

component of AD likely to be affected (and 

direction of effect)

 There may be some debate over classification 

– encourage this! 

 EXTENSION:

 Students write extended answers unpacking 

steps in how changes to AD factors 

influence economic growth



More GDP Growth ideas… 

Annotate this diagram with the images 

from AD formula 

Students analyse the relative size of 

the contribution of each component to 

AD/ GDP growth.

What does this chart tell us about 

Australia’s economy over the last ten 

years? 



Compare the two charts

Similarities?

Differences?

What does it tell us 

about our economy 

at the moment?



Worksheet: Actual vs Potential GDP

• Students examine the 

diagram (economic 

indicator labels have been 

removed)

• Students predict likely 

levels of unemployment 

and inflation 

• Justify prediction

• Consider how RBA would 

adjust MP setting in 

response 



Learning Activities page –in ‘Resources’



Idea: Use this approach 

to read latest RBA Board 

minutes (MP decision 

June)



“Read and 

rehash”



IDEA: Mock RBA Board Meeting

Resource on RBA Education 

page (Learning Activities)



Source of 

recent 

charts for 

RBA ‘Board 

meeting’  -

or visit 

Chart Pack



Gather evidence

 Students gather latest data on key 

indicators 

 Present information on their indicator(s) 

to class

 Explain what the indicator says about the 

economy 

 Recommendation re: cash rate decision 

based on indicator performance

 Class discussion as ‘The Board’

 Vote on decision as required



What’s the trend? Implications for AD  and economic growth (& 

inflation)? Likely MP response?



What would we say 

about recent 

economic (GDP) 

growth & labour 

market data in terms 

of the likely 

influence on future 

RBA MP decision?

 (GDP) &



Students write up decision – compare 

to RBA Board decision and reasoning



Another new RBA resource worth 

mentioning!





Another 

excellent 

resource …

RBA 

Speeches



Other speeches – some very topical ones of late!



RBA 

Bulletin

Excellent 

‘Stand 

alone 

articles

Publications:



Statement on 

Monetary 

Policy

Excellent 

Charts and 

‘boxes’

Publications:

Year 12 classes 

should manage 

the Overview



An aside: - Subject Selection: Promoting Economics

Cognitive skills of Economics



Promoting Economics – “Show me the money!!”

Graphs and ‘content’



Let’s 

reverse 

this 

trend!


